
We are Currently looking for a lady or a gentleman to come work with us at Dapper Games.

Dapper Games is a Danish Game development company based in Viborg Denmark, we aim to produce games 
with a well constructed universe, interesting and diverse characters as well as telling compelling stories.

Currently we are working on a educational game, Bohr's Lab, about the atomic model, set at the Niels Bohr 
Institute in 1921, but hopefully we can continue working together on other projects lined up for the future.

Bohr's Lab: Atomic Model is the first in a series of educational games about physics, ranging from particle 
physics to the physics of space. All set in the same appealing universe. We aim to bundle these games 
together and sell them to pirmary schools first in Denmark, and later the rest of the world, as well as selling 
each of them to parents through the appstore, so it is important that the content is in line with the curriculum of 
the schools physics classes.

We are looking for someone who can help us with the practicalities, help writing to-, and meeting with 
business partners and investors/funding programmes, and someone who is in traveling distance of Viborg. 
Dapper Games is a small game studio, so there will be times when you can branch out if you have specific 
skillsets, or if you need time to work on a seperate project.

We are offering no money in the begining but once we find an investor or find funding, we will agree upon a 
fee for previous work, and a wage from that point onward. We are also open to work on your projects, and do 
some work for work arrangement, if you wish.

I can be reached at morten@dapper-games.dk or by phone +45  61 77 58 81
you can visit our webpage at www.dapper-games.dk
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